Lighter Side

B

Bingo Trumps All Problems

I

was recently sorting some historical famable to touch the ground. I would have just
ily papers and photographs while my wife
laid there like a giant cloth ball with my
watched over my shoulder. She suddenly
hands and feet sticking out like sticks out
remarked, “In every picture of you with your
of a snowman.
mom and dad, everyone is always neat, clean
A few minutes later, I found myself
and all dressed up.” As she spoke, she fanned
standing on the back porch as my mother
out a stack of decades-old photos of a family
kissed me goodbye and told me to write.
outing and selected one. Taking the photo from
Suddenly, the door closed behind me and
her, I stared at myself standing between my parthe porch light turned dark. I stood there,
ents on a small roadside bank, complete with
alone, for a minute as the cold air stung
dress jacket, tie and shiny shoes and holding a
my face. Slowly, I started down the walk
pristine purple and white elephant that seemed
that wound through our yard to the nearby
half my size. Both Mom and Dad were in their
railroad track, which, in my mind, led to a
by John Kasun new, adventurous life.
Sunday best and my guess is that I was about 6
years old. Although the photo was not dated,
It was a cold, crisp and clear winter
a good guess is that it was taken on a Sunday. During the night. The stars shone brightly and the air was so cold, it
40s and 50s, families often went for a Sunday drive to visit seemed as if I could reach out and break off a piece. I strugfriends, get some ice cream or just get a change of scenery. gled with my suitcase, as I was not tall enough to actually lift
During those family drives, everyone was dressed up just it, so I had to drag it through the snow. After about 15 minin case we ran into people we knew or stopped to visit. As utes, I found myself about 30 yards from the house and only
a matter of fact, I think I was about 16 years old before I halfway to the railroad tracks. I am not sure what caused
felt comfortable enough to order ice cream from a roadside my next move but I decided to open the suitcase, which I
stand without a tie and dress jacket.
assumed was filled with toys and snacks. Imagine my horAs I glanced at the photo, I said to my wife, “I was such ror when the lid popped open and my eyes gazed upon an
a sweet child.”
empty suitcase faintly lit from the light from the house. I
“Yeah,” she replied, “I wonder what happened to that struggled to close the suitcase and slowly began dragging
kid?”
it back towards the house. A short time later, my mother
Ignoring her remark, I continued, “I think this is the year opened the door and pulled me into the warm kitchen. I
after I ran away from home.”
don’t remember much of the conversation at that point but
“The year you what?” she replied.
I seemed to forget why I had left home as I drank a glass of
Yes, a little known fact is that at one point in my life, warm milk and munched on some cookies.
somewhere around age 5, I decided to run away from
A few days after looking at the photos that had triggered
home. I don’t remember what triggered the event because this memory, I visited my 97-year-old mother, who now lives
I certainly was never mistreated. We had no neighbors, so in an assisted living home and mentioned this episode to
it couldn’t have been fights with neighbors’ kids. We had her, anxious to learn more details of this dramatic event in all
no phone and it would be years until we had a TV. We did of our lives. I asked if she remembered why I wanted to run
have a radio and if it was a clear, storm free night, we might away that night over 70 years ago. I expected some detailed
have gotten one or two crackly stations. Life was pretty story of pain and anguish that I might take to Dr. Phil to
simple but I clearly remember deciding to run away; I just dissect. What had happened that night and what were the
can’t remember the reason why. I wasn’t smart enough to gentle words my mother spoke to make me see the error of
have a secret plan where I propped up a ladder against my my ways? I waited for what seemed like several long minutes
bedroom window and crept away with my clothes in a pil- before she spoke. Looking in my direction, she slowly said, “I
lowcase. I was only 5 at the time; give me a break. I simply don’t ever remember you running away. But we have bingo
approached my mother and father as they sat in the kitchen starting at 2:00 and I want to get there early so I can get my
in the early evening and informed them that I was leaving. regular seat. I will think about it and see what I can rememI do not remember a lot of discussion or negotiations: no ber.” Pausing at the door to her room, she looked back and
weeping, crying or yelling. It was all quite straightforward. I said, “Why would you run away anyway? I always thought
remember my father getting a suitcase from the attic as my you were smarter than that.”
mother bundled me in my snowsuit, my boots, my mittens
Mothers seem to have a simple way of putting things in
and a warm winter cap. Thinking back on that night, if I had perspective.
fallen over, I am not sure my feet or hands would have been
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All new Nitro Hunter Stabilizer color combinations. This unique stabilizer balances the
bow, destroys vibration, and is pleasing to the eye. The Nitro Hunter Stabilizer comes with
“Sawtooth” vibration dampening technology which are made to quickly quiet today’s radical
speed bows. Available in a 5.5” (5 oz) version and a longer 7.5” (6 oz) version. Both come with
all the features of today’s high end stabilizers at a fraction of the price.
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PSE REVOLUTIONIZES
THE COMPOUND BOW... AGAIN
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Incredibly Light Weight at 3.2 lbs.
Amazing 340 Feet Per Second
First True 100% Monocoque Construction Riser
New S-RAC Vibration Absorbing Acoustic Core
Incredibly Rigid Riser for Unmatched Accuracy
PSE Centerlock Speed Pocket and X-Tech™ Limb System
with Titanium Hardware
New Backstop™ 4 with Integrated Carbon Backstop Rod
HD Hybrid Cam System
New SHOCK MODZ™ Limb Dampers
Designed and Manufactured in The U.S.A.

Designed and Manufactured in The U.S.A.

Includes the exclusive PSE Carbon Air® carry case. Limited time offer!
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